
The quality of the water is paramount. Some of the best 
beers, even dating back to old European breweries, are 
determined by the water. In fact, the Pilsner-style lager, 
was invented due to the use of the soft-water that 
flows through Plzen, Czech Republic. Most breweries 
have a proper water-system that cleans the water to 
remove any impurities. 

The malts are chosen strategically to give the beer its 
colour and part of its complex flavouring. This is where 
the big difference between craft beers and standard 
beers. Craft breweries are often very creative places, like 
kitchens. Brewmasters are always coming up with new 
takes on traditional beers, creating whole flavours never 
found in beer before.

The hops provide that biting bitterness and floral scent, 
as well as a somewhat fruity flavour that compliments 
the malts in the beer. One thing you will find in craft 
beer is that the hops are taken very seriously. 

Then there is the yeast. One thing a lot of people don’t 
know is that the yeast determines whether the beer is 
an ale or a lager. Yes, it’s true: the myth that all darker 
beer are ales and lighter beer are lagers is false. 

We serve beer & food for the Smiths not the swords, 
for the shepherds, not the sheep. 

Beer & food come in all flavours and styles, and we 
focus on a flavour first approach to everything we serve, 
with an emphasis on adventurous, creative beer & food. 
We enjoy beer that’s not to classic style guidelines & 
love brewers who go off the beaten path to create 
something new. Food and beer are individualistic so grab 
a pint, some food & forge your own favourites.

Our food & beer philosophy is simple; we believe that 
good food pairs with good beer. There are others who 
will tell you about a lot of pairing rules and guidelines 
but they are not the boss of you.

We are happy to offer suggestions to help you make 
your own choices.

A good way to start is with a few beers some mates and 
discover your own favourite pairings.

Spy Valley Sauvignon Blanc 2015 
Glass: 10 Bottle: 42

Spy Valley Chardonnay 2013 
Glass: 10 Bottle: 42

Lake Hayes Pinot Gris 2015 
Glass: 12 Bottle: 54

Lake Hayes Pinot Noir 2013 
Glass: 15 Bottle: 58

Mojo Shiraz 2013 
Glass: 13 Bottle: 56

Papa Luna GSM Blend 2012 
Glass: 13 Bottle: 56

RED ALE   /  BARLEYWINE   /  BLACK ALE   /  BLONDE ALE   /  BROWN ALE   /  DARK WHEAT ALE   /  IMPERIAL IPA   /  IMPERIAL STOUT   /  IPA   /  AMERICAN PALE ALE (APA)   /  PALE WHEAT ALE   /  PORTER   /  STOUT   /  STRONG ALE   /  WILD ALE   /  BLACK & TAN   /  CHILE BEER   /  CREAM ALE   /  
PUMPKIN ALE   /  RYE BEER   /  BELGIAN DARK ALE   /  BELGIAN IPA   /  BELGIAN PALE ALE   /  BELGIAN STRONG DARK ALE   /  BELGIAN STRONG PALE ALE   /  BIÈRE DE CHAMPAGNE / BIÈRE BRUT   /  BIÈRE DE GARDE   /  DUBBEL   /  FARO   /  FLANDERS OUD BRUIN   /  FLANDERS RED ALE   /  GUEUZE   
/  LAMBIC - FRUIT   /  LAMBIC - UNBLENDED   /  QUADRUPEL (QUAD)   /  SAISON  /  TRIPEL   /  WITBIER   /  BALTIC PORTER   /  BRAGGOT   /  ENGLISH BARLEYWINE   /  ENGLISH BITTER   /  ENGLISH BROWN ALE   /  ENGLISH DARK MILD ALE   /  ENGLISH INDIA PALE ALE (IPA)   /  ENGLISH PALE 
ALE   /  ENGLISH PALE MILD ALE   /  ENGLISH PORTER   /  ENGLISH STOUT   /  ENGLISH STRONG ALE   /  EXTRA SPECIAL / STRONG BITTER (ESB)   /  FOREIGN / EXPORT STOUT   /   MILK STOUT   /  OATMEAL STOUT   /  OLD ALE   /  RUSSIAN IMPERIAL STOUT   /  ALTBIER   /  BERLINER WEISSBIER   /
DUNKELWEIZEN   /  GOSE   /  HEFEWEIZEN   /  KÖLSCH   /  KRISTALWEIZEN   /  ROGGENBIER   /  WEIZENBOCK   /  IRISH DRY STOUT   /  IRISH RED ALE   /   SCOTCH ALE/WEE HEAVY   /  SCOTTISH ALE   /  SCOTTISH GRUIT ALE   /   AMBER LAGER   /  IMPERIAL PILSNER   /  PALE LAGER   /  CALIFORNIA 
COMMON/STEAM BEER   /   CZECH PILSENER   /  GERMAN LAGERS   /  BOCK   /  DOPPELBOCK   /   EISBOCK   /  GERMAN PILSENER   /  KELLERBIER   /  MAIBOCK   /  MÄRZEN / OKTOBERFEST   /  MUNICH DUNKEL LAGER   /  MUNICH HELLES LAGER   /  RAUCHBIER   /  SCHWARZBIER   /  VIENNA LAGER

All non-alcoholic drinks are $4
Coke Coke Zero 
Sprite Ginger Ale 
Apple Juice Orange Juice

Visit our website to learn more about us 
smithscraftbeer.co.nz

Follow us on Twitter @SmithsCraftbeer

 Like us on Facebook @SmithsCraftbeerhouse

Any questions or feedback email us at 
gm@smithscraftbeer.co.nz

Humulus Lupulus (wolf in the weeds)

Hops are the female flowers if the hop plant, a climbing herbaceous 
perennial. They grow on bines in a variety of climates

Connects the cone to the bine

Containing the Lupilin Glands

Containing resin and essential oils

Mature plant in the waiting

Protective outer layer

Starchy “food store”

Enzyme producing layer

The word lager comes from the German word lagern 
which means, “to store”. A perfect description as lagers 
are brewed with bottom fermenting yeast that work 
slowly at around 1°C, and are often further stored at 
cool temperature to mature. Lager yeast produce fewer 
by-product characters than ale yeast which allows for 
other flavors to pull through, such as hops.

This category of beer uses yeast that ferments at the 
“top” of the fermentation vessel, and typically at higher 
temperatures than lager yeast (15-23°C), which, as a 
result, makes for a quicker fermentation period (7-8 
days, or even less). Ale yeast are known to produce by-
products called esters, which are “flowery” and “fruity” 
aromas ranging, but not limited to apple, pear, pineapple, 
grass, hay, plum, and prune.

 
We are happy to offer suggestions to help you make your own choices.




